Year One – Summer Term 2022
English
Writing Activities Based on the Topic of GREAT JOURNEYS
WRITING
● Write in different formats such as diaries, letters, information posters,
reports and stories
● Practise writing different forms of poetry.
● Make sure we extend our writing by adding greater detail to an idea.
● Revise all handwriting joins
● Explore the four types of sentence: statements, commands, exclamations
and questions
READING
● Guided reading in class using range of Rigby Guided Reading books plus
e-books from Wordsmith & Bug Club
● Exploring the layout of non-fiction books
PUNCTUATION AND GRAMMAR
● Correct choice and consistent use of present tense and past tense
throughout writing
● Apostrophes for possession and contraction
● Revise capital letters
● Revise question marks
● Revise exclamation marks
● Use the correct tenses
● Adding ‘determiners’ to give a noun greater meaning e.g. ‘the girls’
SPELLING
● Words ending in ‘tion’, plus similar e.g ‘cushion’
● Words ending ‘ture’
● Words ending ‘ness’
● Changing ‘y’ to ‘ied’ and ‘ies’
● Silent letters –‘kn’ ‘b’ (at end)
● Double consonants when making ‘ing’ and ‘ed’ words
● High frequency words

Reading
Individual reading daily on a one-to-one basis to focus on decoding and/or
improving comprehension and the ability to read with expression.
Guided reading weekly to develop comprehension skills and to reinforce how to
use punctuation so as to read aloud with expression and intonation.

Handwriting
∙ Form upper and lower case letters correctly
∙ Begin to join up the sounds covered in phonics sessions
∙ Adopt a correct pencil grip

Mathematics
● Compare lengths and heights, using the correct language. Use direct
comparison. Measure with non-standard units. Measure with a ruler.
Solve length problems.
● Compare weights and capacities using direct comparison; measure
weight and capacity using uniform non-standard units; complete tables
and block graphs, recording results and information; solve weight and
capacity problems.
● Early multiplication and division; count in twos, fives and tens; make equal
groups; add equal groups; make arrays; make doubles; sharing equal
groups
● Fractions; finding a half of shapes; finding a half of numbers; finding a
quarter of shapes and numbers.
● Geometry: position and direction; describe turns; make quarter, half and
whole turns; describe position and direction.
● Place value within 100; counting forwards and backwards within 100;
using the 100 square; partitioning numbers; comparing numbers,
ordering numbers; one more and one less.
● Money: recognising coins; recognising coins; counting in coins.

● Time; before and after; dates and using a calendar; time to the hour; time
to the half hour; comparing times; understand hours, minutes and
seconds.

Geography (first half of term)
Seas and Seaside Locations around the World
● What is the seaside? Where is it located? Role play activities to revise
what we do at the seaside and why we visit.
● Seaside locations in the UK
● Human and physical features of seaside locations
● Wildlife found at the sea shore
● Name and locate the seas around the UK
● Name and locate the world’s major oceans and seas
● Use maps to locate seaside destinations around the world
● The Great Barrier Reef

History (second half of term)
Seaside Holidays in the Past
● What is a holiday and when do we have them? What are the different
types of holiday?
● Travelling to seaside destinations in the past and present.
● Beach activities in Victorian times
● Victorian swim wear
● Seaside attractions and entertainment in Victorian times
● Food at the beach in the past
● Comparing holidays past and present

Art

●
●
●
●
●

Paint and collage feet on the beach
Ice cream pictures in the style of Jackson Pollock
Fish sculptures from clay
Make a 1900s beach scene
Printing sea shells

Design and Technology
● Design, make and evaluate a beach buggy
● Design and make a surf board

Science
1st Half Term – Feeding & Exercise
● How do I stay healthy?
● Different types of foods
● Food chains
● The importance of exercise
● Healthy lifestyles
2nd Half Term - Growing Plants
● Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature plants
● Observing closely, using simple equipment
● Find out and describe how plants need water, light and a suitable
temperature to grow and stay healthy.

